direction (away from you) and simultaneously towards the joint. Make sure to cover the whole surface with each stroke so that you do not create different levels along the length of the blade. Do not apply too much force. The repetition of the movement is what sharpens the scissors.

4. Repeat until most of the pit reflections are gone. If the pits are too deep, the amount that has to be filed off to get rid of them may be too large and you run the risk that the cutting surfaces of the scissor blades no longer touch each other. It may be necessary to remove such scissors from circulation.

5. After sharpening, a burr (an accumulation of filed metal) may be formed on the inner surface. This burr has to be removed. If not, it will damage the cutting edge on the opposite side during cutting. You can remove any burs by scratching them off with your fingernail.

6. Repeat the procedure for the other scissor blade. Always sharpen both blades.

7. Clean the scissors thoroughly after sharpening. Any remnants of oil and metal on the instrument can cause inflammation in the eye.

Tightening a loose joint

Another reason why scissors may not cut properly is a loose joint. If the screw or rivet is not tight, the distance between the two inner surfaces will be too large, causing the cutting surfaces to not touch each other. As a result, tissues will be clamped instead of cut.

1. Place the scissors on a flat, hard surface.

2. Close the scissors so that the blades are top of each other.

3. If the joint has a screw, then tighten it. If it has a rivet, then proceed to the next step.

4. Place the tip of a pin punch on top of the rivet head, keeping the pin punch perpendicular to the scissors.

5. While holding the scissors down, have someone else hit the top of the pin punch with a small hammer.

6. Test the scissors after every hit, to prevent them from becoming too tight.